



BAKSO " ENGGAL" MALANG Bandung represent company which operational in area of manufacture producing multifarious kinds of type bakso. In this time the problems that happened that is still there are  of difference between standard cost with real cost at raw material cost in December 2010 - May 2011.
	The purpose this research to know procedure determination of production cost of raw material standard, analyzing difference, and also to know factors  what influencing the happening of standard raw material cost difference  with real cost at BAKSO "ENGGAL" MALANG Bandung. Method used caomparative method, while technique of data collecting done with decision and field research in the form of: observation non participation  and interview.
	Result of research indicate that, procedure of determination of production cost of standard raw material based on price going into effect in the market and  historical data. Level of difference between standard raw material cost and real raw material cost at  December 2010-Mei 2011 by using difference one analysis, difference two analysis, and difference three analysis as the following: At December 2010 difference  equal to Rp. 30.670.000, January 2011 difference equal to Rp (1.556.000), February 2011 equal to Rp. 28.390.000, March 2011 equal to Rp. 25.390.000, April 2011 equal to Rp. 15.230.000, and in May 2011 difference  equal to Rp. ( 4320.000).
	Factor influencing the happening of difference of raw material cost often the happening of price change of raw material which cannot prediction, so that influence determining of standard cost.
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